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Introduction
The notion of separable functor was introduced in [5], where some appli-
cations in the framework of group-graded rings where done. This notion fits
satisfactorilyto the classical notion of separable algebra over a commutative
ring. The concept of coseparable coalgebra over a fieldappears in [1] to prove a
result of Sullivan [7]. A more complete study of the separability of coalgebras
was performed in [2].In thislast paper, an analysis of the relationship between
coseparability and the cohomology theory for coalgebras is developed.
Our aim is to study the separability,in the sense of [5], of some canonical
functors stemming from a morphism of coalgebras.
In Section 1 we fix some notation and we prove a preliminary characteri-
zation of the bicomodules.
The Section 2 contains the theoretical body of the paper. For a morphism
of coalgebras (p: C ― D, we characterize the separability of the corestriction
functor (-)p (Theorem 2.4) and of the coinduction functor (―)9 (Theorem 2.7).
The reader can find the definitions of these functors in Section 1. For the
particular case of the coalgebra morphism e : C ―>k given by the counit of the k-
coalgebra C, the separability of the corestriction functor gives precisely the
notion of coseparable coalgebra. We finish the section with Theorem 2.9, that
entailsthat a coseparable coalgebra need not to be necessarily of finitedimension
(Theorem 3.4).
Section 3 is devoted to study the relationship between coseparability and co-
semisimiplicity for coalgebras. As a consequence, we obtain that a A:-coalgebra
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C is coseparable if and only if the coalgebra induced by any fieldextension of k
is co-semi-simple.
1. Notation and Preliminaries
Let k be a commutative field.Any tensor product Rk over k will be simply
denoted by R. The identity map on a set X will be denoted by lx or even by 1.
A coalgebra over A; is a fc-vector space C together with two &>linear maps
Ac : C -> C R C and ec : C -≫A: such that (1 R Ac) oAc = (Ac R 1) o Ac and
(cc R 1) o Ac = (1 R ec) o Ac = 1. We shall refer to [8] for details. The dual
space C* = Hom.k(C,k) can be canonically endowed with structure of A>algebra.
A right C-comodule is a A>vector space M together with a structure fc-linear
map pM : M -≫M R C such that (lM R e) o /?M = lM and (/?M R lc) o pM =
(1m R Ac) °Pm- The coalgebra C can be considered as a right C-comodule with
structure map pc = Ac- A A>linear map / : M ―≫iVbetween right C-comodules
is said to be C-colinear or a morphism of right C-comodules if (/ (x)1) o /?M =
/># o/. The right C-comodules together with the C-colinear maps between them
form a Grothendieck category Mc. In fact, Mc is isomorphic to a closed
subcategory of the category C*―Mod of allleft modules over C*. In particular,
the C-colinear maps between C-comodules are precisely the C*-linear maps
between them. For the notion of closed subcategory we shall refer to [3, p. 395].
The notation Come(Af, TV) stands for the k-vector space of all the C-colinear
maps between two C-comodules M, N. The category of left C-comodules will be
denoted by CM. We will use Sweedler's E-notation. For example, if M is a right
C-comodule, then pM{m) ―J2(m) mo R m＼ e M (g)C for me M. The structure of
left C*-module is given by fin = Yl(m) mof(fn＼), for / e C*.
It is not difficultto see that if W is a £>vector space and X is a right C-
comodule, then W (g)X is a right C-comodule with structure map lw RPx '･
WRX -> FFRX(g)C. Moreover, if FT is a right C-comodule, then the
structure map pw : W ―*FF (g)C becomes C-colinear. Consider coalgebras C
and D. Following [9],a C-D-bicomodule M is a left C-comodule and a right D-
comodule such that the C-comodule structure map p]^ : M ―≫･C R M is D-
colinear or, equivalently, that the D-comodule structure map /?M : M ―*■M R D
is C-colinear. Equivalently, if /?M(m) = £(w) w_i R m0 and p+{m) = ^(m) w0 R
mi, then
Furthermore,
Y2 m-i R (wo)o R (wo)i = 5^(/wo)_i R (wo)o R wi.
(in) (m)
given a A;-coalgebraD and a A:-algebrai? we can consider the
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category M^ consistingof the right D-comodules and right J?-modules M
satisfyingthe compatibilitycondition
^(wr)0 (x)(mr)l = ^ mQr R mi
(mr) (m)
for every me M and r e R or, equivalently,that the homothety hr : M ―>M,
m＼-^mr is a D-comodule map on M for every r e R. The morphisms in this
category are the rightD-colinear and righti?-linearmaps.
The following characterizationof the bicomodules will be usefulin this
paper.
Proposition 1.1. Let C, D be two coalgehrasand considera k-vectorspace
M such that M is a left C-comodule and a right D-comodule. The following
statements are equivalent
(i) M is a C-D-bicomodule.
(ii) M is a D*-C*-bimodule.
(iii)MeMRt.
(iv) Me%M.
Proof, (i)=> (ii) Let
(gm)f = J2 m^(m)
＼(m)
Moreover
g(mf) = g
Since
/ e C*, g e D* and m e M
M
J2f(m-i)mo
(m)
gimi) = ^./((w0)_1)(m0)0^(mi)
(m)
H (m)
m_i <g>(mo)oR {mo)l
(m)
we conclude that (gm)f = g{mf).
(ii)=> (i) Let m e M. The A:-subspace mC* of M is finite-dimensional and, thus,
D*(mC*) is finite-dimensional.Since M is a bimodule, D*(mC*) = (D*m)C*. Let
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{e＼,...,en} be a fc-basisof this vector space. We will prove that
(1 RPm) °PM(ed = (Pm R 1) °P+M{ei)
for every /= 1 n. Put
P+M(ei)=Y,eJRdi
j
PM(ed =
k
cf <g> ek
(I)
for d{ D and c＼e C. Choose a &-basis {c＼,...,cr} of the A>vector subspace of
C spanned by the cf's, for i,k= !,...,≫. Analogously, let {^i,...,^} be a k-
basis of the ^-vector subspace of D spanned by the df's. After some compu-
tations, we obtain
{PMRl)°PM{ei) = ^2Ch R mKi R di
h,l
(1 R Pm) o /?m(^) = J2 ChR/w/*./R ^
where mhjhm'htie D*mC*. Moreover, for/eC* and g e D＼ we can check that
{gei)f = ^2f(ch)mhjig(di)
h,l
g(etf) = J2fWm'veW
h,l
It is evident that certain particular choices of/eC*, g e D* give rise to
mh,i = m'k,i for every h ― 1,...,s; I = 1,...,r. Thus, the identity (I) holds.
(ii)=> (iii).Let / e C*. We have to prove that the homothety hf : M ―>M is a
morphism of right D-comodules, i.e.,that hf is a morphism of left D*-modules.
But this is true because M is a D*-C*-bimodule.
(iii)=> (ii)Since hr : M ―>M is a D-comodule map we have
E/(N-i)NoRmi =5^/(w_i)(mo)o(g)(wo)1
M H
Therefore, for every g e D*, the equality
^2f((fno)-i)(mo)0g(mi) = Y'/(/n-i)(/wo)o≫(('≪o)i)
(m) (m)
holds, that is, (gm)f = g(mf).
The proof of (ii)^=≫(iv)is similar to that of (ii)^=>(iii) □
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We shall recall the concept of cotensor product from [9, 2]. If M is a right
C-comodule and TV is a left C-comodule, then the cotensor product M＼Z＼cN is
the kernel of the &>linear map
pM R 1 - 1 <8>Pn ･ MRN ^ MRCRN
Let C and D be two coalgebras. A morphism of coalgebras is a ^-linear map <p:
C ― D such that A/> o q>= (q>(g)g>)o Ac. The morphism of coalgebras <pinduces a
morphism of £>algebras g>*: D* ―>C*. Let (p: C ―*D be a morphism of k-
coalgebras. Every right C-comodule M with structure map pM : M ―>M R C can
be considered as a right D-comodule with structure map
M >■M R C M R D
This gives an exact functor (―) : Mc ―*■MD called co-restrictionfunctor. In
particular, C can be viewed as D-bicomodule and we can also consider the
coinduction functor (―)9: MD ―>Mc where N9 = N＼Z1dC for every right D-
comodule N. In fact, N＼Z＼dC is a D-subcomodule of the right D-comodule
TV R C whose structure map is
NRC
lAf
^>NG>C<SS>ClN*lc*'>NRCRD
It is proved in [4] thatif M is a right C-comodule then the structuremap pM
induces a C-colinearmap pT7: M ―≫M^DdC such that the diagram
M ― > MRC
M9UdC
is commutative. Taking M = C we obtain a C-bicomodule map Ac : C ―>>C＼Z＼DC.
2. Separability of functors over comodiiles
Definition 2.1. Consider abelian categories # and Qi. A covariant functor
F : %>―>2> is said to be a separable functor (see [5])if for all objects M, N e %>
there are maps
vFM^N: Hom^(F(M),F(AO) -> Uom^(M,N)
satisfyingthe followingseparabilityconditions
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1
2
For every a e Hom≪?(M, N) we have vfIN(F(a)) = a.
For M', N'eV,fe Hom@(F(M), F(N)), g e Hom9(F(M'),F(N')), a e
Hom#(M, M') and f$e FLom<g(N, N'), such that the following diagram
is commutative
F(M)
F(a)
/
F(N)
F{P)
F(M') -J-^F(N')
then the following diagram is also commutative
M
a.
M'
>･
^'(g>
TV
fi
N
In this section we will characterize the separability of the corestriction and
coinduction functors defined by a morphism of coalgebras.
Let C, D be &>coalgebras. Let F : Mc ―≫MD be a k-functor, i.e., the
induced map Com.c(M,N) ― ComD(F(M),F(N)) is assumed to be a fc-linear
map. If M is a C-bicomodule, then M e M^* by Proposition 1.1. For z e F(M)
and/ g C*, define z -f = F(h/)(z), where hf : M ―>･M, m＼-^hf(m) = mf is a mor-
phism of C-comodules. This implies that .F(/s/)is a morphism of D-comodules.
Thus, F(M)eMR.
Proposition 2.2. Let F : Mc ― MD be a separable k-functor. Assume that
M, N are C-bicomodules and let
vm,n : ComD(F{M),F(N)) -> Comc{M,N)
be the map given by the separabilityconditions.If one Cotd.d{F(M),F(N)) is also
a morphism of right C*-modules, then vm,n(%) is a morphism of C-bicomodules.
Proof. Since a is C*-linear, the following square is commutative
F(M) ―?__> F(N)
F(hf)
F{M)
a
F{hf)
F(N)
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The separabilityof F implies that the following diagram is commutative
M
hf
VM,iv(≪)
vm,n(<*)
hf
> N
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This means that vNjM(a) is a morphism of right C*-modules, that is,it is a
morphism of leftC-comodules and, thus,of C-bicomodules. □
We willdenote by / - Mc the fullsubcategory of Mc consistingof the
comodules of finitedimension.
Proposition 2.3. Let F : Mc ―>MD be a left exact k-functor that com-
mutes with directlimits.Assume that F{f ―Mc) <^f ―MD. The functor F is
separableif and only if its restrictionF' :f ―Mc ―>/ ―MD is separable.
Proof. It is clear that if F is separable then its restrictionF' :f - Mc ―>
/ ―MD is separable. Conversely, assume that this last functor is separable.
Take M,NeMc and a ComD(F{M),F{N)). Write M = ＼JieIMu N = UjeJNj,
as direct unions of finite-dimensional subcomodules. It is clear that F(M) ―
＼JieIF{Mi) = ＼JieIF'(Mi)and analogously F(N) = UjeJF(Nj) = UjeJF'{Nj). For
every i e I, there is j e J such that a(F(Mi)) £ F(Nj). Put a,-= a^M,-)･ Since F'
is separable, there is a map
vMhNj : CamD(F'(Mt),F'(Nj)) -* Comc{MhNj)
which satisfies the separability conditions. Put /?,-= VMi,Nj(<Xi)'■Mi ―>■Nj. Consider
i < i' with i, /'e / and let i^ denote the inclusion Mt < Mt>. There are j,j' e J
withy </ such that a(F(M,-)) £ F(Nj) and a(F(M^)) ^ ^(./V,-')-In other words,
the diagram
F'(Mt) ―?L_>
F'{h,i>)
F'{Mt,) a,/
F'(Nj)
F'(Nj.)
is commutative, where u y denotes the inclusion Nj < Nj>. Since F' is separable,
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we have that the following diagram is commutative
Mt ―^Nj
Therefore, we can define vm,n(&) = lini/?,-.Thus, we have defined a map
vm,n '･ComD(F(M),F(N)) ―>Comc(M, TV).Now itis a routine matter to check
that these maps satisfythe separabilityconditions,i.e.,F is separable. □
Let r : X ―> Y, s : IT ―>X be morphisms of bicomodules such that r o s = 1 y.
We will say that s is a splittingmonomorphism of bicomodules and that r is a
splittingepimorphism of bicomodules. The proof of the following Theorem was
performed after [5, Proposition 1.3.(1)].
Theorem 2.4. Let (p: C ―≫･D £e a morphism of coalgehras. The functor
(―) : Mc ―>･M^ is separable if and only if the canonical morphism Ac :
C ―>CDdC" m a splitting monomorphism of C-bicomodules.
Proof. Assume that(―)9 is separable and consider the map/?: C＼3dC ―>C
defined as the restrictionof the map C RC ^ C, c＼(x)C21-+c＼ec{ci).This p is a
morphism of right D-comodules and of right C*-modules. Let <j>― vcnDc,c(p),
where the map
vcnDc,c ■
ComD{{CUDC)r C9) -> Comc(CUDC, C)
is given by the separability of {―)r By Proposition 2.2, <f>is a morphism of C-
bicomodules. Write A = Ac- Now, the diagram
(CD c,
is commutative. Since (-) is separable, the diagram
*
c
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is commutative. Thus, A is a splittingmonomorpMsm of C-bicomodules. Assume
that there is a morphism of C-bicomodules <j>:C[JDC ―>･C such that (f>o A = lc-
Let M,N e Mc and / e Com.jy{M(p,N(p). Define / by the following commutative
diagram of right C-comodule maps:
MUdC
/Dal
MUcCUdC
NBdC
NUcCnDC
iuD<t>
MUcC
M
NDcC
f-^
N
where y denotes the isomorphism N ^ N{2c^- Let um '■M ―≫M[JDC, v^ :
N[3dC ―>N be the compositions of the vertical maps on the left and on the
right in the diagram, respectively. From the condition <j>o A = 1c it follows
easily that vm °um = Im- Given C-comodules M', N' and a e Comc(M,M'),
p eCom.c{N,N') and g e Com^fM^jTVe,), consider the diagram
MUdC
aDnl
M'UdC
fuDi
M'
/
9
0D/>1
p
N'
NUdC
/?□/>!
N'OdC
Now, it is easy to see thatif the outer square is commutative then the inner
squareis commutative. Moreover, if/ is a morphism of rightC-comodules, then
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/ =/. Therefore, if we define
vm,n : Com/)(Mp, JVp) -≫･Comc(M,N)
by vMjf{f) =/, then the functor (―) is separable. □
Following [4],we willsay that a morphism of coalgebras <pis a monomorphism
of coalgebras provided that (pou ―(pov, for u, v morphisms of coalgebras, it
follows that u = v. Although every injective morphism of coalgebras is a
monomorphism of coalgebras, both notions are not equivalent.
Corollary 2.5. If <p: C ― D is a monomorphism of coalgehras, then the
functor (―) : Mc ―>MD is separable.
Proof. By [4, Theorem 3.5],the map Ac : C ―>･CQdC1 is an isomorphism.
By Theorem 2.4, (―) is a separable functor. D
Corollary 2.6. Let (p: C ―>D be a morphism of coalgebras. If the functor
(―) : Mc ―>Af0 w separable and D is a co-semi-simple coalgebras, then C is a
co-semi-simple coalgebra.
Proof. Let M be any right C-comodule. Since D is co-semi-simple, Mv is
completely reducible. By [5, Proposition 1.2.(2)],M is completely reducible and,
thus, C is co-semi-simple. □
The proof of the following Theorem was performed after [5, Proposition
1.3.(2)].
Theorem 2.7. Let <p: C ―>D be a morphism of k-coaigebras.The functor
(―)v= ―QdC : MD ―*･Mc is separable if and only if q>is a splittingepi-
morphism of D-bicomodules.
Proof. Assume that ―DdC is separable.For M,N eMD, thereexiststhe
map
vm,n : Comc{MUDC,Nn＼DC) -> ComD(M,N)
satisfyingthe separabilityconditions.Taking M ―D and N = C, we have v^c :
Comc(DDi)C', CDdC) ―>Comi>(i},C). Now, considerthe canonicalC-bicolinear
map A : C -≫CQdC and defineA' : DQcC -≫･CDdC as A' = So (Sc)~＼ where
then
□
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Sc : C ―>DDi)C is the canonical isomorphism. Put ＼j/= vd,c(&')- Since A' is a
morphism of right D-comodules and of right D*-comodules, we can apply
Proposition 2.2 to obtain that ^ is a morphism of D-bicomodules. On the other
hand, the following triangleis commutative
CUdC
a'
c
･I
D
M＼JdD
(sDdI
DUdC
Lemma 2.8.
coalgehras such
DUdC
By the separabilityconditions,we deduce that the diagram
! > D
is commutative. Hence, (p is a splittingepimorphism of D-bicomodules. Con-
versely,assume that there is a D-bicolinear map $ : D ―>C such that <po 0 = Id.
If/eComc(AfDi)C',7Vni)C), then we define them map vm,n ･ Comc(M[3DC,
NOdC) -+ ComD(M,N) by putting vm,n{I) =f, where / makes the following
diagram commutative.
MUdC f
> NUdC
InUdV
NUdD
M
i-
>N
A verificationshows (as in Theorem 2.4) that the functor ―DcC is
separable.
Let A, B he suhcoalgebras ofC. If'<p: C ―>D is a morphism of
that (p{A) n (p(B) = 0, then AUdB = 0.
Proof. We have the following equalizer
IaRPb
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where pA = (1^ R(p)ohA and pB ―(<PR ＼b)°&b- If z e A＼Z＼DB,then (pA R
1b)(z) = (U RPb)(z)- Since ^-miPA RIb) ^AR (p{A) R B and ＼m(＼ARpB) ^
>4(8)9>(5) R 5, we have that (pA R ＼B){z)= (lA RpB)(z) ^ (^ R ^) R 5) D
(^4 R ^(5) R B) = 0. Thus, (/?^ R ＼b){z)= 0 and, since pA R ＼B is a mono-
morphism, z = 0. □
Let {Q :i e /} be a set of coalgebras with structure maps A,-,£,-.The vector
space c Q can be canonically endowed with structure of coalgebra (see e.g.[8,
page 50]). Moreover, from a set of morphisms of coalgebras {(pt: Q ―>A :
ie I}, we obtain the coalgebra morphism c^-: 0C,--^ @A-
Theorem 2.9. Let (pt: Q ― Z), Zje morphisms of k-coalgebras, i e I.
1
2
If the functor (
functor (-)0^.
MC( ―*■MDi is separable for every i e /, then the
Ci ― MRDi is separable.
If the functor (―)^ : MDi ― MC/ w separable for every i e /, then the
functor (―)^Vi : M&Di ―>MRc' w separable.
Proof. (1) By Theorem 2.4, for every iel, thereis a morphism of C,-
bicomodules <f>t: QDaQ ~> Q sucn tnat ^oAi-=1q. The map c^,- :
cGDaG ―>･cQ is a morphism of cC,-bicomodules and c^(-o cA, =
lffiq-If we prove that thereis an isomorphism of c Q-bicomodules
(cQ-)D@A.(cQ) ^ 0(qnAq),
then we can deduce from Theorem 2.4 thatthe functor(―)^9. is separable.The
Lemma 2.8 assuresthat C,-D0i),.C/= O if i^j. Therefore,
(cQ)D0A.(cQ) a;c(QD0A.C,-) s c(QDaC/)
hi
(2) By Theorem 2.7, for every i e I there is a morphism of Z),-bicomodules
iJ/i-.Di―tCi such that g>ioi//i=lDj. It is clear that 0?>;O 0^i = l0A-
Moreover, itis not difficultto see that c ＼j/tis a morphism of c D,-bicomodules.
By Theorem 2.7, the functor (-)c^ is separable. □
Remark 2.10. Theorem 2.9 can be used to constructcoalgebra morphisms
■betweeninfinite-dimensionalcoalgebras such that the corestrictionand the
coinduction functors are separable.
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3. Applications
Recall that a fc-algebra A is said to be separable if the canonical map
A (x)A ―*A is a splittingepimorphism of ^4-bimodules. By [5, Proposition 1.3]
this is equivalent to say that the restriction functor A - Mod ―>k ―Mod is
separable. In this section we investigate the coseparable coalgebras.
A morphism of A>coalgebras (p: C ―>■Z> induces a morphism of A:-algebras
(p* :D* -> C*. Let us denote by {-)r : C* - Mod -> D* - Mod the functor
restriction of scalars. Recall that if C is a finite-dimensional coalgebra, then
there is an isomorphism of categories Mc ^ C* ―Mod.
Proposition 3.1. Let g>: C ―>D be a morphism of coalgebras. Assume that
C and D are finite-dimensional. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) The functor (―) : Mc ―>MD is separable.
(ii) The functor {-)r : C* - Mod ―>D* ―Mod w separable.
Proof, (i)o(ii) The functorial diagram
Mc
>
C* - Mod
(-),*
M^
D* - Mod
where the verticalarrows represent canonical isomorphisms of categories, com-
mutes. This entails that (-) is separable if and only if (-) , is separable. □
Proposition 3.2. Let (p: C ―>D be a morphism of coalgebras.
1. The functor (―) : Mc ―>MD is separable if and only if the restriction
(-)9 :f-Mc^f-MD is separable.
2. Let C < C, D' <D be subcoalgebras such that (p{C) < D', and let us
denote by ^' : C ―>D' the induced coalgebra map. If the functor (―) is sep-
arable then the functor {―)9,: Mc -+ MD is separable.
3. If C is cosemisimple then the functor (―) is separable if and only if
for any finite-dimensional subcoalgebras C < C and D' < D such that (p{C) <
D', the functor (―)v,is separable.
Proof. (1) This follows from Proposition 2.3.
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(2) Let C be a subcoalgebra of C and let us denote by i: C ―>C the
inclusion coalgebra map. By [4, Theorem 3.5]the functor (-),-:Mc> ― Mc is
separable.For any subcoalgebra D' of D with <p(C) £ D; we can consider the
commutative diagram
Mc Hv > M15
(-)
Mc v v >■MD>
where j: D' ― D is the inclusion map. If (―)v is separable, then
(-)<p °(-)/ = (-)_;■°{-)<p> 'lsseparable. By [5, Lemma 1.1.(3)], (-)^, is a separable
functor.
(3) Assume that C is co-semi-simple. Then C = c Q, where the Q's are
simple subcoalgebras. If we put Dt = (p{Q), and we denote by q>t: Q ―>Dt the
induced coalgebra morphism, we have by hypothesis that (-)f is a separable
functor. For every /,there is a Dj-bicomodule morphism i/r,-:QDa-Q ~^ C≪suc^
that ^oA^= lc.. We have that GD^C; = C.-DdQ and
CUdC = R (QDz>Q) 0 c (QDdQ)
i i*j
Then the maps {i^,-} give a bicomodule map ＼jj: CDzjC ―>･Cifwe put ＼j/=
c tyt
on c^GDdC;) and zero on
cMy-(C;□/>
/).
Clearly, i^oAc = lc- By Theorem
2.4, (-)p is a separable functor. D
A fc-coalgebra C is coseparable (see [2]) if there exists fc-linear map x : C (x)
C -≫A: such that (/ (g)t)(A R /) = (t (g)/)(/ (g) A) and tA = £.As it was observed
in [2, p. 41], C is coseparable if and only if there exists a C-bicomodule map
n : C (x) C ―> C such that tcA = /. Now, the counit e : C ―> AT is a morphism of
coalgebras and, in this case, CQitC = CR C. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that
C is coseparable if and only if the corestriction functor (-)e : Mc ―>･k - Mod is
separable. From Corollary 2.6 every coseparable coalgebra is co-semi-simple.
This result is also given in [2]. Moreover, from Proposition 3.2.3, if C is co-semi-
simple then C is coseparable if and only if any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra
of C is coseparable.
If C is a A>coalgebra and k ^ K is any field extension, then we can define
the X-coalgebra C R K = C R kK, with comultiplication given by
AcR* = Ac <g>1* : C <g>AT -> (C (g) C) <g>AT ^ (C <g>A") Rz (C R A")
Separable functorsin coalgebras
and counit given by
With this notation, we can prove the following result.
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Proposition 3.3. Let <p: C ―>D be a morphism of k-coalgebras. The
following statements are equivalent.
(i) The functor (―) : Mc ―*MD is separable.
(ii)For any field extension k^K the functor (-)^ljr : MCRK -> MDRK is
separable.
Proof, (i) =>(ii)By Theorem 2.4, Ac is a splitting monomorphism of
C-bicomodules. It is not difficult to see that (CRK)C＼dRk(CRK) =
(C＼2dC)RK. Therefore, AcRk = Ac R 1a: is a splitting monomorphism of
C (x)j£-bicomodules.
(ii)^ > (i) This is clear. □
The following theorem gives a "classical" interpretation of the notion of
coseparable coalgebra.
Theorem 3.4. A k-coalgehra C is coseparahle if and only if C (x)K is
cosemi-simplefor everyfieldextensionk s K.
Proof. Assume that C is coseparable. By Proposition 3.3, CRK is a K-
coalgebra coseparable for every fieldextension k ^ K. By Corollary 2.6, C (x)K
is a co-semi-simple coalgebra.
Conversely, assume that C (g>K is co-semi-simple for every field extension
k ^ K. By Proposition 3.2 we have only to prove that every finite-dimensional
subcoalgebra of C is coseparable. Indeed, if E < C is a finite-dimensional
subcoalgebra then E R K is co-semi-simple by Corollary 2.6. Therefore,
HomjrCE R K,K) = (E R K)* ^ E* R K
is a semisimple ^-algebra for every fieldextension k ^ K. This entails that E* is
a separable A>algebra. By Proposition 3.1, E is a coseparable fc-coalgebra. □
Remark 3.5. If H is a Hopf fc-algebrathen H is coseparable as k-
coalgebra if and only if H is co-semi-simple.This fact follows from Theorem
3.4 and [1, Theorem 3.3.21.
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